
Virus alert! Countervoice web sites seem to be at high risk  of virus attacks. Hand-to-Hand Express avoids  this danger - information concise and
to the point, without using the internet - Advice for all who still consult the links: never access the internet  from a PC with sensitive data.

You have important news? Write a short Hand-to-Hand Express article. – Clearly state the major point and name the
responsible  people! – Sources if possible without internet! – Then send your short article to SuG@infopool.info

INTRO
On the occasion of the 15th Anti-Censorship Conference, the
founder, Ivo Sasek, acted as an “Info-Giant” in a show which
was sent live to over 20 countries. 12 different topics with
maximum information – compressed to a minimum of time.
Watch this 12 minutes Info-Giant Show at:
www.kla.tv/infogigant-sasek. In this V&C we present six topics
as an extract of this show to our readers.
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 THE PEOPLE HAVE A RIGHT TO VOICE AND COUNTERVOICE

not transparent citizens -
transparent media

politicians, affiliations, etc. we need!
world events under the
public magnifying glass

now

clarity by intelligent Analysts, little
heard - by the people, for the people!
independent and
free of charge
inspiring
New Tired of the media? ...

Watch uncensored news!

www.KLAGEMAUER.TV

Update your world view! There are hidden abilities in us! These
people are proof:
·  Stephen Wiltshire: He is able to draw from his memory cities like

Tokyo or Rome precisely after a 30-minute aerial view.
·  Kim Peek: He has memorized 12,000 books by reading them just

once.
·  A Filipino: He operates without anesthesia and instruments with

bare hands.
·  Mirin Dajo: He is invulnerable. One could pierce through each of

his organs.
·   Prahlad Jani: For 70 years he has verifiably been able to survive

without food and drink.
·  Natasha Demkina: She can diagnose illnesses with x-ray-eyes.
·   Ngoc Thai: He has not slept for the last 30 years and is as fit as a fiddle.
·  Jerry Newport: He can calculate in seconds in his head for exam-

ple 4.343 x 1.234.
·  Emil Krebs: He mastered 68 languages in spoken and written.
·  Electric men like for instance Raj Mohan Nair could operate light

bulbs with bare hands, heat up water to 97 degrees Celsius, fry
eggs, heat up sausages to cracking point.

·  Daniel Tammet: Within 7 days he can learn the most difficult
languages, calculate in his head far beyond the 22thousandth
decimal.

·  Jason Padgett: He can perceive the world in perfect mathematical
formulas.

·  Flo and Kay Lyman, the so-called Rainman twins: They can recall
all details in their life, up to the weather of a specific day, televi-
sion programs, eating, drinking etc. Orlando Serrell: He too can
do all that.

Sources: www.youtube.com/watch?v=WZsJ6BtOh60 | www.youtube.com/
watch?v=LP8g2Hv7Xew | https://talkingaboutpeople.wordpress.com/

2013/03/07/real-life-superheroes/

· Peter Davey: Water can be brought to boil with pure acoustics –
   within seconds.
· Matter can be caused to hover with pure sound!
· Almost all old cultures possessed knowledge of levitation
   (knowledge of floating technology)
· Almost all religious symbols of the early period are precise repro-

ductions of sound-, resonance- and frequency patterns. These
 have been used thousands of years ago to gain energy and for
 levitation techniques.

· Pyramids are light activated resonance chambers producing en-
ergy and enabling levitation. For this reason old cultures and
religions were so closely connected to solstices/equinoxes.

· Places without gravitation exist, where water flies upwards etc ...
·  In Death Valley huge stones levitate by themselves – for miles.
· Stonehenge: Already during the New Stone Age multi-ton stones
 were put on top of each other like a house of cards by levitation
 techniques. In the same way as pyramid blocks, by the way.
� Colombian excavations dating back to the fifth century A.D.:
 These excavated different aircraft miniatures are 1500 years old
 and debunk our complete history.

There are numerous rigorously safeguarded secrets in all areas of
science. Media also helps safeguarding. Some of these censored
secrets are:
· Middle State University Tennessee: Five Tennessee students

proved in 2005 that sound travels faster than light.

Sources: www.youtube.com/watch?v=XvxljZzfc5M | www.youtube.com/watch?
v=XcSZfe7QggQ | www.youtube.com/watch?v=ldtyEiliDeU | www.youtube.
com/watch?v=7CzCDR0nv5g | www.youtube.com/watch?v=SUv8BZIOlbg
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How round is the earth?
The below witnesses have either all lied, or they disprove the doctrine
of earth curvature pounded into us for decades:
· Island of Corsica spotted from 159 km distant Genoa – had not

disappeared 1.8 km below the horizon.
·  Island of Gorgona spotted from 130 km distance. Its shores were

not 1,326 m below the horizon.
· Philadelphia skyline seen from 64 km away – was not 320 m

below the earth's curvature.
· Chicago and the skyline of New York City spotted from 97 km –

the streets were not 738 m below the line of sight.
· Both skylines spotted already from 193 km – their streets did not

lie 3 km below the line of sight.
· As early as 1872, a captain saw the island of St. Helena which was

121 km away. Its shores were not 1,150 m below the horizon.
· Countless other islands and lighthouses were spotted that

should have vanished far below earth curvature.
· Why did the space agency ESA notice only recently that the

earth was not a sphere at all, but a potato?
· Will they now help NASA to dispose of their globe photos?
·  Why has the intelligent ESA never noticed how the continent

proportions on NASA imagery changed drastically in some
instances?

Sources: www.youtube.com/watch?v=B78ZRcq4xiQ | www.focus.de/wissen/
videos/gravitationskarte-esa-satellit-enthuellt-die-wahre-form-

der-erde_vid_24059.html



Closing Point ●
Whether Info-Giants-Show or Info-Giants-V&C – It is essen-
tial to spread the information among the people in order to
rouse them. So do not spare any effort condensing your infor-
mation to a minimum of words and send them in to the V&C
editors; nobody has any time left to read long treatises! Top is
he who can tackle e.g. 30 news items within 60 seconds. He
who can manage this as Ivo Sasek did, will make it into an
Info-Giants Show. Enlightened people will be your reward.
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Did you already know that Queen Elizabeth ...
·  ... is the biggest land owner of the world.
·  She is also head of state of 31 further countries and territories.
·    As a private individual she owns about 27 million km² of

 land.  This is more than one eighth of the surface of the earth,
 or 75 times the surface of Germany.

·  Nobody else owns whole countries.
·   Her land ownership is independent from her function as a

 head of state.
·   Her land property amounts to about 16,000 Billion Euro. So

 she is the richest person of the world and national laws are
 protecting her property.

·   Most of the land she owns lies in Canada with 10 million km²,
followed by 7.7 million km² in Australia, 460,000 km² in
Papua New Guinea, 260,000 km² in New Zealand and 250,000
km² in Great Britain.

·  Only the assets of the Rothschilds are bigger: They are
 estimated to 500 Trillion US $.

 As a side note: In a way, the City of London is like the finance
department, the Vatican the spiritual leader and Washington D.C.
the military strength of the real world power that is also concealed
behind the crown.

Sources: www.businessinsider.com/worlds-biggest-landowners-2011-3 | http://alles-
schallundrauch.blogspot.com/2009/04/wem-gehort-die-welt.html | ww.youtube.com/

watch?v=IjPLo5UEsHw | „Offenbarung“ - Seminar mit Prof.Dr. Walter Veith | 
www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLxwj73NHdLB1lUU0AkN_B5TmH47n6TOMe |

  www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLjfLxyxVTljGUgTMTL1jFfK2lS-lXIdBd | 
Professor Dr. Walter Veith - Revolutionen, Tyrannen und Kriege (NWO Thema, aus 2004)| 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=LtkSbrHWJmM

Now this is more serious: People disappeared
Main witnesses mysteriously eliminated:
· Around the child trafficking ring of the serial killer Marc Dutroux

(Belgium): 27 eyewitnesses murdered.
· 9/11: Eleven eyewitnesses died when they wanted to prove 9/11

was an inside job.
· In the NSU lawsuit in Germany over one dozen exonerating main

witnesses died.
· 2015: Fourteen medical doctors died mysteriously within 5

weeks. All of them active opponents of vaccination!
· The clarification of the Kennedy assassination failed with the

murder of 35 main witnesses.
Statistics of children mysteriously wrested by the German state:
· Between 2005 and 2016 an average of 48,000 children disap-

peared every year. Hence almost 390,000 children in 8 years.
· A yearly increase of up to 50% since 2013.
Administrative takings into custody of children in Germany:
 - 2005 in total 26,500    - 2013 in total 42,123
 - 2009 in total 33,800    - 2014 in total 48,059
 - 2010 in total 36,400   - 2015 in total 77,645
 - 2011 in total 38,500    - 2016 in total 84,230
·  Already back in 2013, 750,000 people worked in the area of child

and youth care, this is more than in the entire automobile industry
in Germany.

· Cost for the Germans in 2013 alone: 37,985 billion Euro: 35.5
billion for child and youth care (of which 8.7 billion for educa-
tional support, of which again 4.7 billion for takings into custody).
Further expenses: 0.785 billion for socio-educational family sup-
port. 1.7 billion for measures and institutions of youth work.

Conclusion:
The state’s grip  on our children is big business.

Sources: www.youtube.com/watch?v=jzAzdp9G1WU | www.youtube.com/
watch?v=lLK5uRvuQys | www.compact-online.de/nsu-zeugensterben-

erhaengt-verbrannt-vergessen/ | https://lichterschein.com/2016/08/21/gcmaf-14-tote-
bzw-verschwundene-aerzte-in-den-usa-in-5-wochen/ | www.focus.de/

politik/ausland/id-12596/john-fkennedy-frueher-tod-wichtiger-zeugen_aid_
349499.html | www.scheinwelt23.de/Submenu/Tote_Zeugen_JFK.php | www.anti-

zensur.info/azkmediacenter.php?mediacenter=referent&topic=61 | www.t-online.de/
leben/familie/id_73019698/tvreportage-mit-kindern-kasse-machen-.html |

www.deutschlandfunkkultur.de/mitkindern-kasse-machen-wenn-jugendhilfe-zum-
geschaeft-wird.2165.de.html?dram:article_id=312488

www.vaterlos.eu/milliardengeschaeft-inobhutnahmen/ | www.destatis.de/DE/
ZahlenFakten/GesellschaftStaat/Soziales/Sozialleistungen/KinderJugendhilfe/

Tabellen/AusgabenEinnahmenEntwicklung.html | www.akjstat.tu-
dortmund.de/fileadmin/Analysen/Inobhutnahmen/__42_1_inob1_2011_01.pdf

And now “60 seconds” on our own account: Daily routine crimes of
so-called quality media against Ivo Sasek, which caused him to
found V&C, AZK, KLA.TV and more:
· Hundreds of articles of bottomless dishonesty against Sasek in

over 300 newspapers and internet portals
· Defamation in more than 50 TV and radio broadcasts (repetitions

not counted)
· Works by Sasek attacked by media culminating in a complete

boycott of 9 big movies, 3 musicals, 8 oratories, 26 books (among
them two specialist encyclopedias), around 2,000 lectures, 46
documentary films, hundreds of songs etc.

· Many halls refused, film locations, some only hours before start of
shooting

· The systematical smear campaign by the media resulted in a
complete removal of his works from all interested schools, cine-
mas and cinema chains, all film festivals and distributors, culminat-
ing in refused deliveries of paper and technical material.

All of this along with vandalism against Ivo Sasek’s cars and family,
up to attempted murder by the cutting of valves and tires, the loosen-
ing of wheel nuts etc. And the recent denials of credits by all major
banks despite multiple securities are nothing but the icing on the cake.

Sources: Book by Ivo Sasek „Lord of Transformations“ |
Brochure by Ivo Sasek: „Dokument einer Verschwörung“ |

www.sasek.tv/de/gegendarstellung/verschwoerung
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